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community of child to spend our Saturdays in a
common roots. - Svetren and parents that share
lana A.

On Saturday my 5 year old daughter and 2 year old
son wake up with the idea they have dance class
and that is not an usual one. After the long week
we meet our extended family - our little Bulgarian
community. We share this little piece of our
hearts that is strictly reserved for the Bulgarians.
That is why it’s not an usual dance class... they
dance of course, but at the same time the whole
idea is to teach the kids the Bulgarian language, and
traditions, and how the people in Bulgaria have fun
and celebrate. - Yulia A.

Medena Pitka brings big smiles to my kids. They
love it. It's a joy, it's a pleasure, a friendship
building program. Medena Pitka reconnects the
entire family to our roots. - Bistra V.
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ructors
inst
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and no pressure envi
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music
and
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allows my daughter to learn rhyt great customs
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of
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socialize with
and traditions, and because I can also
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other parents in the community. - Dolly

Medena Pitka is already
dition in our family. It
brings us all together a- tra
ou
r
precious kids, the wonderfu lovely teachers, our
a dance class for my son, it'l families. It's not only
experience closely connectin s a whole one of a kind
Bulgarian traditions and g us to Bulgaria, to the
experience that will last for language, this is an
life. - Mila P.

a great
I like going to dance because it Iislearn new
workout and it is fun. I like when good about
dances because it makes me feel h my friends
myself. I also like spending time wit
and teachers. - Diana, 14yo

My 3 years old daughter is attending Medena Pitka
to learn Bulgarian folklore dances. During the
practice she learns how to follow directions and
work with other kids in order to create a
performance. Dances are presented in the form of
interesting games that make learning the not easy
dance steps accessible and fun for my daughter.
The teachers are very patient, careful and loving
to all children. - Katia R.

Introducing children to the rich
Bulgarian folklore by dancing,
singing and playing.
Director: Daniela Ivanova-Nyberg
Assistant: Ana-Maria Georgieva

A program of
Bulgarian Cultural and
Heritage Center of Seattle
http://seattle-bg.org
http://www.facebook.com/groups/MedenaPitka

Every Saturday, September - June:
12:30 - 1:30 pm (children age 3 to 7)
1:30 - 2:30 pm (children age 8 and above)

Harmony Ballroom
1407 132nd Ave NE #7
Bellevue, WA 98005

